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Aiera                         
CEO Name & Email: Ken Sena | ken@aiera.com

Company HQ Location: New York, NY
Company Stage: Growth
Funding Source: $10.5mm Series A funding led by FinVC
Year Founded: 2018
Number of Employees: 20

Brief description of the company and use case for products: Aiera is the only live event 
monitoring & financial search platform covering all available Wall Street events, providing real-
time transcription, one-click audio, smart search, alerts, and seamless team collaboration 
across more than 10,000 global equities. The typical use case for Aiera’s platform serves the 
need to extract valuable information from events, whether it’s public investor events such as 
earnings calls & conferences, or internal meetings and news coverage. Aiera brings AI-
powered analysis and NLP-derived insights to a universe of unstructured audio & textual data, 
helping financial professors improve the depth & speed of their research.

How is the product delivered: Desktop, Mobile App (iOS), API, and Iframe

Typical user(s): Asset Managers (Equity Analysts and Portfolio Managers), Sell-Side 
Researchers, ETF Providers, IROs, Corporate Strategists, and Sales Teams

Brief description of core differentiators: (1) Truly live speech-to-text transcription of earnings 
calls and other investor events (typically have to wait 1-24 hours after the event for a 
transcript), (2) The ability to pause, rewind, and change your listening speed during a LIVE 
event (just like DVR or TiVo), (3) The ability to stream and transcribe multiple calls side-by-side 
at the same time during heavy periods of calls), (4) The ability to search across transcripts & 
news & filings for mentions of a keyword or topic relevant to you, (5) The ability to take notes 
within transcripts and share with your colleagues/compliance or organize key snippets by 
various tags, all easily searchable to refer back later.

Expected product enhancements over next 12 months: (1) Introduction and integration of 
video presentations, (2) Expanding the role of ASR in the transcription of financial 
professionals’ PRIVATE events, meetings, and calls, and (3) Mobile app relaunch.

Notable Clients (to the extent you can disclose): Citi, Franklin Templeton, Macquarie, Putnam 
Investments, WisdomTree, Opaleye Management, UBS, Trillium, Schonfeld, WWE

Typical Cost or Pricing Structure: Desktop - Typically $350 per user per month. API and Iframe
engagements vary across enterprises based on size, number of feeds, number of users, etc.

mailto:ken@aiera.com
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Alexandria Technology
CEO Name & Email: Dan Joldzic, CFA, FRM
Dan@alexandriatechnology.com

Company HQ Location: New York
Company Stage: Expansion (pre-Series A)
Funding Source: Founders, Friends & Family; $300,000
Year Founded: 2012
Number of Employees: 17

Brief description of the company and use case for products:  Alexandria helps investors 
make better investment decisions.  We do this by identifying valuable information sources 
that are verified for their ability to generate alpha.  We classify the information with 
machine learning algorithms trained by expert analysts and deliver structured information 
that is proven to provide orthogonal improvements to risk-adjusted returns.

How is the product delivered: Direct data feed, FTP, and front-end user interface

Typical user(s): Asset Managers, Hedge Funds, Investment Banks, Pension Funds & other 
Asset Owners.  Portfolio Managers, Analysts, Traders, Risk Managers

Brief description of core differentiators: 
1) NLP that outperforms peers: 10x the alpha compared to FinBERT and Loughran McDonald
2) Capture information from multiple sources including news, social media, earnings calls
and reports
3) Automated intelligence that can be personalized to the individual analyst

Expected product enhancements over next 12 months: Expand information sources to arm 
investors with new information that generates alpha and guards against risk. New product 
launch: Crypto sentiment

Notable Clients (to the extent you can disclose): 100+ asset managers, hedge funds, 
pension funds, and investment banks. Clients include FWU AG, Nikko Global, FactSet, 
InteractiveBrokers, Societe Generale, J.P. Morgan.

Typical Cost or Pricing Structure: Monthly subscription; cost defined by asset class, content 
type (Earnings Calls/News/Social Media) & region of coverage.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/danjoldzic/
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Amass Insights
CEO Name & Email: Jordan Hauer
Jordan@AmassInsights.com

Company HQ Location: New York City
Company Stage: Pre-Seed (previously raised a friends-and-family round)
Funding Source: $650k internal round
Year Founded: 2015
Number of Employees: 5

Brief description of the company and use case for products: We’re a Data+FinTech
company which introduced a multi-sided data market network called ‘Insights.’ Our 
technology systematically sources and profiles both traditional and non-traditional (i.e.
alternative) datasets (data providers), then matches them with asset managers (data 
consumers) based on their research objectives.

How is the product delivered: Through our web platform and custom data pipelines 
built for purpose/by client demand (e.g. SFTP, AWS S3, API, Snowflake plugin, etc.).

Typical user(s): Asset Managers (Hedge/PE/VC Funds), Portfolio Managers, Analysts, 
Risk Manager, Data Teams especially Data Sourcing Teams, Data Providers, anyone 
interested in acquiring alternative or external data including corporates.

Brief description of core differentiators: We’ve built by far the largest catalog of data 
providers categorized leveraging a meticulously detailed, proprietary taxonomy. Our 
unbiased approach amplifies a vast network of relationships throughout the buy-side 
and technology industries and enables flexible, multi-faceted business models including 
data partnerships, self-service products & managed services.

Expected product enhancements over next 12 months: A legal/compliance portal to 
gather questionnaires from data providers in a standardized format. Email & in-platform 
notification system. Dozens of new data partnerships.

Notable Clients (to the extent you can disclose): Barclays, Several of the largest hedge 
funds in the world (both fundamental & systematic funds - can’t be disclosed).

Typical Cost or Pricing Structure: Our web platform has tiered pricing ranging from $1k 
per month up to $60k per year, with additional add-ons available such as strategic 
consulting & bespoke services. Also take 20-30% of the revenue from data licenses we 
sell from our data provider partners.

mailto:XXX@xx.com
https://amassinsights.com/
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Battea Class Action Services
Mike McCreesh, President
mmccreesh@battea.com

Company HQ Location: Stamford, CT
Funding Source: Private LLC
Year Founded: 2001
Number of Employees: 90 (Including Contractors)

Brief description of the company and use case for products: Battea provides turn-
key class and collective action antitrust and securities litigation recovery services, 
including lobal damage analysis and class and collective action claim filing, 
international litigation research to more than 1,000 institutional investors.

How is the product delivered: The Battea Client Portal® provides every Battea client 
complete control over their portfolio by providing transparency into forming, filed 
and settled securities litigations both in the US and internationally.

Typical user(s): Institutional Investors: banks, hedge funds, mutual funds, etc.

Brief description of core differentiators: Battea core differentiators are its key hires 
blending trading transaction and data security technologists, former claims 
administrators, financial industry experts, securities litigation analysts, and a 
professional business development team.

Expected product enhancements over next 12 months: Continuous improvements to 
functionality and featuring on our custom client Portal®.

Notable Clients: Several of the world’s largest banks and hedge funds.

Typical Cost or Pricing Structure: Battea operates on a contingency fee model.
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Boosted.ai INSERT YOUR LOGO HERE                          
CEO Name & Email: Joshua Pantony
jp@gradientboostedinvestments.com

Company HQ Location: Toronto
Company Stage: Expansion (Series B)
Funding Source: $35mm Series B funding round was led by Spark Capital and Ten 
Coves Capital in January 2022.
Year Founded: 2017
Number of Employees: 60+

Brief description of the company and use case for products: Boosted.ai is machine 
learning for better investing. We have honed proprietary, finance-specific ML 
algorithms into a point-and-click user interface to help institutional investors find 
opportunities within capital markets. Our cloud-based software allows asset 
managers to find AI-powered, data-driven insights for their portfolios. Popular use-
cases include: Dynamically ranked stock screening, risk mitigation, hedging baskets, 
launching new products.

How is the product delivered: via Cloud.

Typical user(s): Asset Managers, Portfolio Manager, Analyst, ETF Product Creators, 
Risk Manager, Quant Managers, Fundamental Managers, CXOs

Brief description of core differentiators: Boosted.ai allows institutional investors to 
combine the power of big data, the vast computational capacity of AI, and their 
capital markets expertise, and put it to use in their portfolios. We are not selling pre-
canned models, or even pre-canned signals. We are an additive inclusion for asset 
managers, helping them perform at their best.

Expected product enhancements over next 12 months:
We have exciting updates coming up in terms of platform capabilities and asset 
classes in the short and long term. 

Notable Clients (to the extent you can disclose): ChinaAMC, RBC 

Typical Cost or Pricing Structure: Dependent upon product, teams, uses cases, and 
duration of contract
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Brain
CEO Name & Email: Francesco Cricchio
francesco.cricchio@braincompany.co

Company HQ Location: Milano (Italy)
Company Stage: Expansion
Funding Source: Self-funded
Year Founded: 2016
Number of Employees: 2 founders supported by management board of 4 members 
and a Scientific Committee of 4 members

Brief description of the company and use case for products: Brain is a Research 
Company that creates proprietary datasets and algorithms for investment strategies, 
combining experience on financial markets with strong competences in Statistics, 
Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing.
Examples of use cases:
- Incorporation of alternative datafeed to improve client’s quantitative strategies or

support client investment process
- Application of specific modules of Brain Platform to leverage A.I. to address a

various number of tasks around the clients’ workflow: automatic selection of
thematic baskets, global stock smart search, navigation and topic detection in
corporate documents, event detection systems.

How is the product delivered: Datafeed, API, Platform, Dashboard.
Typical user(s): Quantitative Asset Managers, ETF Product Creators, in general users
that are willing to incorporate artificial intelligence in their investment process
Brief description of core differentiators: Set of skills that combine rigorous and a
scientific approach derived from academic research and industrial deployment
competences gained in years of former industrial experience
Expected product enhancements over next 12 months: release of new alternative
datasets based on NLP, extension of modules of Brain A.I. platform to validate
strategies and external alt data
Notable Clients (to the extent you can disclose): Large size quant hedge funds,
medium size discretionary funds, alternative data platform (e.g. IEX Cloud, Point
Focal)
Typical Cost or Pricing Structure: Annual subscription to Brain platform and datasets
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Daloopa
CEO Name & Email: Thomas Li
thomas@daloopa.com

Company HQ Location: New York
Company Stage: Expansion (Series A)
Funding Source: $20mm Series A led by Credit Suisse and Nexus Venture Partners
Year Founded: 2018
Number of Employees: 200+

Brief description of the company and use case for products:
Daloopa provides high quality historical financial and operating KPI data across 
thousands of companies. We have pre-built models for most public companies and 
are able to update any financial model in the click of a button. Our customers use us 
to build new coverage and update their models.

How is the product delivered: Excel, Excel Plug-in, API

Typical user(s): Hedge fund analysts & PMs, Asset management analysts & PMs, 
Sellside analysts

Brief description of core differentiators:
We capture datapoints across footnotes, adjustments, presentations, supplementals 
for thousands of companies.
We are the ONLY firm that can update any model. Regardless of how you built the 
model.

Expected product enhancements over next 12 months:
Easier to use API.
Ability to help our customers identify KPIs  they miss in their own models.

Notable Clients (to the extent you can disclose):
4/10 of the largest fundamental hedge funds by AUM. 2/10 of the largest sovereign 
wealth funds. Many dozens of asset managers, mutual funds, private equity funds 
etc.  Daloopa has been launched in the market for 10 months.

Typical Cost or Pricing Structure: Per-seat license
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Finsera                          
CEO Name & Email: Asriel Levin, Ph. D
asriel@finsera.com

Company HQ Location: San Francisco
Company Stage: Seed funded
Funding Source: Seed funded (Self)
Year Founded: 2020
Number of Employees: 15

Brief description of the company and use case for products: Finsera provides an 
innovative and secure platform for institutional managers to develop, test and 
deploy investment strategies at a fraction of time and cost. Intuitive and fast. 
No/low coding yet extremely flexible and powerful. A highly secure cloud-based 
solution, which eliminates the need and cost to install software or maintaining 
upgrades.

How is the product delivered: SaaS (Web based)

Typical user(s): Institutional Asset Managers, Portfolio Managers, Research Analysts, 
Wealth Managers, Basket Swaps and ETF Product Creators, Risk Managers, Data 
Providers

Brief description of core differentiators: 
Develop a rich set of multi-factor models based on advanced quantitative and 
machine learning tools. Instantly use third party provider data or easily incorporate 
your own. Effectively construct and analyze fundamental, technical and event study 
factors, backtest and analyze performance. Designed with collaboration in mind. 

Expected product enhancements over next 12 months: Vendor data marketplace 
expansion, OMS / trading system OMS integration, additional asset classes expansion

Notable Clients (to the extent you can disclose): N/A

Typical Cost or Pricing Structure: Per seat pricing. Additional features and data 
upgrades
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New Constructs
CEO Name & Email: David Trainer
David.trainer@newconstructs.com

Company HQ Location: Nashville, TN
Company Stage: Expansion (Series A)
Funding Source: All funding to date was led by friends & family.
Year Founded: 2002
Number of Employees: 18

Brief description of the company and use case for products: New Constructs is a 
machine learning technology firm that provides proven value to investors. Our 
technology extracts and classifies more data from financial filings. We deliver 
superior investment ratings based on superior analysis of earnings, cash flow and 
every measure of profits – as proven by top-tier private and public institutions.

How is the product delivered: Datafeed, API, Platform and Cloud. Interactive website

Typical user(s): Asset Managers, Asset Owners, Portfolio Manager, Analyst, ETF 
Product Creators, Risk Manager

Brief description of core differentiators: AI/ML Robo-Analyst technology that 
collected proven-proprietary, alpha-generating and differentiated fundamental data 
and does so more cheaply and faster than legacy systems collect unscrubbed data.

Expected product enhancements over next 12 months:
Expand coverage internationally

Notable Clients (to the extent you can disclose): Wells Fargo Asset Mgmt, Comerica, 
GSAM, TD Ameritrade, IEX Cloud

Typical Cost or Pricing Structure: Dependent upon product, teams and uses cases
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Omega Point
CEO Name & Email: Omer Cedar
Omer.cedar@ompnt.com

Company HQ Location: San Francisco
Company Stage: Growth (Series A)
Funding Source: N/A
Year Founded: 2013
Number of Employees: 26

Brief description of the company and use case for products:
Omega Point is a NoCode Investment Intelligence and Orchestration Platform for investors to harness 
the world's data in their decision-making process. Our platform is an open ecosystem that makes 
leading datasets and fintech tools accessible without the need for a development or data science team. 
It is a force multiplier for investors, increasing the impact of their risk management, portfolio 
management, and research teams.

How is the product delivered: Internet Browser, API, Partners.

Typical user(s): Firms: Banks, large asset managers, single managers, multi-managers, FOF’s, 
fundamental L/S equity funds, systematic funds, Investment Allocators (PFs, SWFs etc.). Roles: CIO, 
Portfolio Management Teams, CRO, Risk Teams, Analysts, Quant Support Teams, C-Level 

Brief description of core differentiators: 
Supremely flexible - enables investment firms of any type, style, or level of quant-savvy to engage in 
sophisticated, data-driven decision-making; Time, resource savings - single-point access to leading 
provider datasets and fintech applications help firms quickly uncover and deploy optimized solutions;  
More collaborative - bolster decision-making through an intuitive interface and API accessible across 
diverse users and roles; Faster response - industry-best processing power, speed, and extensibility help 
firms quickly react to changing markets.

Expected product enhancements over next 12 months:
Expand style, sector, macro, ESG and other data lenses available; Add new integration partners to the 
Omega Point ecosystem; Enhance PM-focused features, functionality. 

Notable Clients (to the extent you can disclose): Firms with > $2T AUM collectively rely on 
Omega Point.

Typical Cost or Pricing Structure: Subscription model that scales based on teams/users and 
datasets accessed. 
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OneChronos
COO Name & Email: Jesse Greif, COO
jesse@onechronos.com

Company HQ Location: Soho, New York City
Company Stage: Expansion (Series A)
Funding Source: Venture
Year Founded: 2016
Number of Employees: 10

Brief description of the company and use case for products:
OneChronos is a U.S. equities ATS designed bottom-up to fundamentally address the 
growing gap between how trading venues match orders and how traders want to execute.

OneChronos is a Smart Market – the technical term for markets that match counterparties 
using mathematical optimization. Smart Markets have a proven ability to outperform 
traditional markets on metrics such as price improvement, liquidity, fairness, and 
transparency.

Operating a computationally intensive Smart Market at the speed, scale, and complexity of 
capital markets wasn’t possible until now. OneChronos is pioneering the artificial 
intelligence and technology that makes it possible.

Typical user(s): Broker trading algorithms, asset managers, liquidity providers

Brief description of core differentiators:
OneChronos operates frequent periodic auctions throughout the full trading day with the 
goal of getting customer orders notionally price improved as much as possible. 

The venue also offers optional tools to achieve custom fills, called “Expressive Bidding”, 
further enhancing the execution quality potential and differentiation of broker algo 
offerings for their clients, such as trade subject to a stock’s imbalance or quote stability, or 
trade multiple symbols based on the spread between them or in a dollar balanced 
fashion. To do all this effectively OneChronos fit cleanly into existing broker algo workflows.

Typical Cost or Pricing Structure: transaction fees
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OptimX
CEO Name & Email: David A Barnett
dbarnett@optimx.com

Company HQ Location: NYC Area
Company Stage: Expansion (Series A)
Funding Source: $10mm Series A funding round to be led by Deutsche Boerse Ventures
Year Founded: 2019
Number of Employees: 10

Brief description of the company and use case for products: 
OptimX is dedicated to restoring and enhancing bilateral interactions and communication in 
capital markets.  The easy-to-deploy application concentrates liquidity opportunities into 
one platform, augmenting trading relationships between consumer and supplier.

This platform has the ability to expand to any marketplace where consumers and suppliers 
prefer to interact directly with their counterparties without concealment or obfuscation, 
from established markets (equities, fixed income) to the emergent (digital assets). 

How is the product delivered: Cloud (OpenFin)

Typical user(s): Asset Managers (Traders), Broker Dealers

Brief description of core differentiators:

• OptimX is a technology solution dedicated to restoring direct, bilateral interaction 
between the true suppliers of liquidity to the marketplace and their customers.

• OptimX is agnostic to execution methods and asset classes
• OptimX is a lightweight, web delivered desktop application that acts as a single window 

into the full spectrum of supply side liquidity

Expected product enhancements over next 12 months:
Launching 2023 in both US and EMEA for equities, exploration of furthering into other 
asset classes (Fixed Income, Digital Assets)

Notable Clients (to the extent you can disclose): We do not disclose customers

Typical Cost or Pricing Structure: Transactional pricing to the execution broker
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Paragon Intel
CEO Name & Email: Ty Popplewell
tpopplewell@paragonintel.com

Company HQ Location: New York
Company Stage: Expansion
Funding Source: Funding provided by Tribeca Early Stage Partners & more
Year Founded: 2017
Number of Employees: 11

Brief description of the company and use case for products: 
Paragon Intel analyzes how executives impact future company performance and 
which ones will outperform.  Paragon has the largest library of interviews on 
executives and a first of-its-kind database analyzing audit red flags, historical relative 
performance, capital allocation, and much more for 4,000+ executives.

How is the product delivered: Online Interface

Typical user(s): Hedge Funds, Asset Managers, Portfolio Manager, Analyst 

Brief description of core differentiators: 
Consistent flow of alpha-generating investment ideas from our team using our own 
data and interviews

Expected product enhancements over next 12 months: 
Enhanced analytics layer with increased interactivity and combinations of data 

Notable Clients (to the extent you can disclose): 
12 of the largest 20 hedge funds and asset managers

Typical Cost or Pricing Structure: ~$75k, dependent upon teams
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PureStream
CEO Name & Email: Armando Diaz
armando@purestream.tech

Company HQ Location: New York
Company Stage: Launch (Series A)
Year Founded: 2020
Funding Source: $17mm Series A round led by Nasdaq Ventures with Alliance Bernstein,
Bank of America, BMO/Clearpool, & Goldman Sachs.

Brief description of the company and use case for products: PureStream is a trading
venue designed to enable institutional investors to implement more of their alpha, faster, and
at less expense. Buyside institutional clients access the ATS via their institutional broker dealer’s
algorithmic platforms and DMA (direct market access). PureStream is also licensing its
technology to Nasdaq Canada, which intends to offer PureStream order types on one of its 
Canadian exchange trading books in Q4 of 2022 (subject to regulatory approval).

Brief description of core differentiators: 

Trading venues have 3 core functions. PureStream has improved each.

1. Order Prioritization. Nearly all venues prioritize orders by price and time.
PureStream prioritizes orders by the perceived utility to the end user—akin to
internet search engine results. The top of our order book is “our best liquidity,”
based on a proxy for the liquidity value of each order, not the first order received.

2. Liquidity Discovery. Nearly all venues match orders at a single price and moment in time,
with each match creating just one fill (200 shares on average). A single PureStream
order match yields many fills over an interval of volume. This eliminates the need for the
user’s execution algorithm to repeatedly “re-find” liquidity and reduces information 
leakage.

3. Price Discovery. Most ATSs reference only the inside market (NBBO) for executions.
PureStream references contemporaneous trade information—both quantity and price—
of market-wide prints. This unique logic means institutional algos can match orders
anywhere from a fraction to a multiple (up to 500%) of each market-wide trade, 
regardless of where the reference trade was traded or internalized.

Notable Clients: 5 of the top 10 US Broker Dealers; 12 of the top 25 US Broker Dealers
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UniQreate
CEO Name & Email: NITIN GUPTA
nitin@uniqreate.com

Company HQ Location: New York
Company Stage: Pre-Series A
Funding Source: Bootstrapped + Angel
Year Founded: 2017
Number of Employees: 11

Brief description of the company and use case for products:
At UniQreate, we maximize the economic value of unstructured data. Using a Data 
Centric approach, a Smart UI and an AI learning engine, we empower businesses to 
build a data culture - by moving away from manual processes or technical scripting. 
Use cases can range from extracting tabular data to data points in running text in 
digital PDF documents. Typical examples include company disclosures, regulatory 
filings, reports etc.

How is the product delivered: Cloud web hosted, SaaS

Typical user(s): Asset Managers, Asset Owners, Portfolio Managers, Analysts, Risk 
Managers, Data Scientists, Middle/Back Office Analysts

Brief description of core differentiators: 
Singular focus on a data-centric workflow for business users. Flexibility to address 
diverse business needs without scalability and technology challenges. 

Expected product enhancements over next 12 months:
Non-English languages, Other document formats, Web data support

Notable Clients (to the extent you can disclose): Capital Markets  - Data Providers, 
Asset Managers, Banks, Stock Exchanges etc.

Typical Cost or Pricing Structure: SaaS Subscription licenses (Individual, Team, 
Team+) with addons for Enterprise/custom requirements
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